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Abstract
While programming language researchers have the tech-
niques and tools to design and develop programming lan-
guages that can improve the algorithmic—not just run-
time—efficiency of computations, they usually avoid doing
so, leaving this problem instead to algorithm designers. This
approach results in a clean division of labor: programming
language researchers focus on correctness and semantics
and the algorithms researchers focus on algorithmic effi-
ciency. It can, however, lead to undesirable outcomes such as
impractical, overly complicated algorithms, and inefficient
programming languages. We feel that integrating concerns
of algorithm efficiency into the language design can improve
the impact of programming languages research. In this pa-
per, we propose to study a notion of continuity which we call
dynamic optimality, for the purpose of improved efficiency
of computations operating on dynamically changing data.

1. Introduction
Many real world applications operate on data that changes
dynamically over time. For example, internet or social-
network graphs, which represent the connections between
web sites or “people” are continuously changing, dynamic
structures. To remain relevant and up to date, applications
that operate on such data must allow changing the data and
must be able to respond to such changes quickly and ef-
ficiently. Such responsiveness and efficiency is especially
important because data sizes have been increasing (expo-
nentially by some measures), while computational power
has essentially stagnated.

This convergence of events has increased the interest on
incremental or dynamic computation, where application can
respond to dynamically changing data. The idea behind in-
cremental computation is to structure the computation of an
output from an input in such a way that, when the input
changes slightly, sub-computations can be re-used to pro-
duce and update the output efficiently, without having to re-
perform the whole computation with the new input.

The problem of how to develop such incremental/dynamic
applications is an old problem, going back to early 80’s,
and has been studied independently in algorithms and pro-
gramming languages communities. In the algorithms com-

munity, researchers developed dynamic algorithms which
are carefully designed to achieve efficiency under small up-
dates to their input. This vast research area (e.g., [5]) shows
that dynamic algorithms can be asymptotically more effi-
cient than their conventional counterparts. Dynamic algo-
rithms can, however, be difficult to develop and implement
even for problems that are simple in the static case where
data is not allowed to change. In the programming lan-
guages community, research developed to enable automatic
incrementalization for a broad range of computations. The
large body of research on incremental computation showed
that it can be possible to achieve generality and efficiency
(e.g. [8]) in some specific instances. Recent advances on
self-adjusting computation developed techniques that can
achieve efficiency and full generality (e.g., [1, 2, 7]). Tech-
niques for parallel self-adjusting computation have also been
proposed [3, 6].

While previous research has advanced the state of the
art on computing with dynamically changing data, all pre-
vious approaches require designing algorithms and software
with efficiency in mind. In algorithmic approaches, effi-
ciency concerns are entirely explicit; in fact, this is often
the whole point of algorithmic research. It is somewhat less
explicit, but still very important in self-adjusting computa-
tion and other language-based approaches: the software de-
signer still must reason about efficiency, though at a some-
what higher level. We are interested in studying the design
of high-level programming languages that can guarantee ef-
ficiency for dynamically changing data sets. Our goal is to
design expressive programming languages where computa-
tions can respond to change to their data automatically and
efficiently performing work or taking time proportional to
the size of the change in the data, i.e., the “delta”, rather than
the size of the whole data. Tackling this challenge appears to
require using a methodology that combines techniques and
tools from programming languages and algorithms, which
we believe to be interesting, as it brings together two main
areas of theoretical computer science.

The key question is how to formulate such a general the-
ory. Our proposal, which we outline in the next section,
is inspired by insights from much work in the algorithms
and programming languages community. Essentially all ap-
proaches to the problem of dynamic or incremental com-



putation (the problem of responding efficiently to changing
data) are based on the idea of structuring the computation
in such a way that when the input changes slightly the set
of sub-computations that must be performed to compute the
new result do not change substantially. In other words, they
ensure that computation remain continuous: small perturba-
tions lead to small changes in the computation [4]. Our ap-
proach, dynamic optimality, builds on this idea and formal-
izes optimally efficient propagation of input changes to out-
put.

2. Dynamic Optimality
We explain our proposed technical approach and define dy-
namic optimality abstractly. To keep the exposition simple
and clean, we omit constant factors from definitions and ex-
amples. We start by illustrating dynamic optimality on an
example in the nested relational calculus (NRC), an abstract
language of database programs. The motivation for working
with NRC comes from applications on databases and big-
data and, in particular, map-reduce programs.

Consider the NRC expression R = map{f(x) | x ∈ S}
on some set S. This expression simply returns another set
by mapping a function f over the members of S. Suppose
we compute R for some set S and then wish to recompute
R for a new set S1 = S ∪ {a} that adds a new element a
to S. The question is: How efficiently can we do this, given
the entire computation at S? It is easy to see that we only
need to compute afresh f(a) and re-use most of the earlier
computation. Hence, the time taken to re-compute R at S1 is
the time needed to compute f(a) (plus some constant time
to reconstitute the output set, which we ignore here). The
next question is: Can we argue that this time is optimal?
Again, it is easy to see that, asymptotically, this is the best
we could do: If, instead, there were a general algorithm to
update the output after inserting element a that ran in time
less than the time needed to compute f(a), then starting
from an empty set and adding elements of S one by one, we
could compute R on S in less time than needed to compute
f(s) for each s ∈ S, which is absurd. Hence, performing
optimal incremental computation for the R is easy. Our
notion of dynamic optimality (described next) formalizes
this optimality of incremental computation for programs in
general.

Fix a programming language L and its operational se-
mantics, which, for each terminating expression e in the lan-
guage, defines the derivation tree D (e) of the finite compu-
tation of e. To define dynamic optimality, assume a metric
space on expressions — ∆(e, e′) — that measures the dis-
tance between expressions e and e′. Using the same nota-
tion, let ∆(D (e) ,D (e′)) denote the distance between the
computations of e and e′. ∆(D (e) ,D (e′)) is a measure of
the time needed to produce the output of e′, given an earlier
computation of e.

Let e be a program and e1, e2, e3 denote three arbi-
trary variants of it. We say that e is dynamically optimal if
∆(e1, e2)+∆(e2, e3) = ∆(e1, e3) implies ∆(D (e1) ,D (e2))+
∆(D (e2) ,D (e3)) = ∆(D (e1) ,D (e3)). In other words, if
we take a monotonic sequence e1, e2, e3 of changes to e,
formalized by ∆(e1, e2) + ∆(e2, e3) = ∆(e1, e3), then the
time needed to update output from the computation of e1 to
e3 is the sum of the time needed to update from e1 to e2 and
then from e2 to e3.

Why does this definition capture optimality of dynamic
update? By definition of a metric, it is always the case that
∆(D (e1) ,D (e2))+∆(D (e2) ,D (e3)) ≥ ∆(D (e1) ,D (e3)).
By forcing equality, we force that both ∆(D (e1) ,D (e2))
and ∆(D (e2) ,D (e3)) be as minimal as possible. Choos-
ing ∆(S, S′) to be the size of symmetric set difference of S
and S′ in our earlier example, it is easy to see that this idea
mirrors our earlier optimality argument.

This definition leads to many interesting questions, e.g.,
how do we check dynamic optimality, is there a language in
which all programs are optimally updatable, what metrics to
use, and what metrics on inputs coincide with practice? In
future work, we plan to look at these questions. In partic-
ular, we intend to carry out an extensive study of database
languages like NRC.
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